Of all the suitors seeking love of maid
Was ever one who might be more dismayed
Than he who challenged Mary's cloudless
Gaze
To rate his worth as mate to love all days?

Above all Maids in true discernment's art,
In gladness she surrendered hand and heart
To Joseph, symbol bright of valiant youth
Whose might of arm was as his soul's forsooth!

Patrician born, was he, of David's line,
A lover bold, made strong by love's design
To guard the Father's choice of daughters pure
The Maid most fair to heaven's Connoisseur. Proclaim the youth of Joseph to the world!

This verse, written by Father John Bernard Kelly of the Archdiocese of New York, seeks to popularize the theory that St. Joseph was young, of an age comparable to Mary's, and not, as art has almost always depicted him, an old man.

DISCORD.

People disagree, violently, about Two-Time Tommy. "It's kid-stuff, Father; you ought to know better..." "The girls like it; they're asking for it..." "I go for Bulletins on Two-Time Tommy; my roommate is one of those er-er, those..."

Whether you like it or not is not the question. Two-Time Tommy is NOT far-fetched and unreal. The Bulletin built up the Two-Timer to illustrate AN ACTUAL CASE and to shame students like the one in mind in these Bulletins into a realization of how UNFAIR they are. So, whether you like Two-Time Tommy or not, his serial carries on tomorrow....

THE BIG BROADCAST.

Next Monday night from coast-to-coast over Mutual, the nation will hear UNIVERSAL NOTRE DAME NIGHT'S annual broadcast, this year originating from Detroit and featuring ELMER LAYDEN, THE GLEE CLUB, FATHER O'DONNELL and BISHOP JOHN F. O'HARA, O.S.C. Locally W-C-N, to whom we are grateful, will be the best reception bet. What station will your folks tune in on? Check the following Mutual list; if your station is on it, tell the folks to inquire whether the station is actually going to be able to handle the broadcast. If not, your Mother and Dad won't be wasting time on the dial; they can pick out another Mutual outlet fairly close by. Here they are: WGN, WOR, OKLW, WAAB, WIGC, WERB, WATR, WSPE, WFEA, WLMH, WDEB, WNLC, WRDO, WSLH, WSAM, W5AR, WR, WIL, WDIQ, WEMU, WERB, WSB, WSAY, WOK, WGR, WED, WBN, WEMU, WAK, WDE, WHGC, WRVA, WRAL, WAIR, WSTP, WSCC, WRKO, WAP, WGR, WM, WSIK, WTVS, WMP, WAU, WER, WSGY, WUB, WTM, WER, WACO, KWK, KSO, LMD, KPC, KISW, VKH, KGFL, KFIE, KFKA, KJH, KDB, KGR, KZO, KVC, KFWM, KPMC, KZON, KVEC, KTO, KI, KRC, KQW, KMN, KSL, KVO, KWO, KJH, KORS, KSR, KSL, KAL, KQO, KFO, KEA, KOR, KHC, KHO, KHR, KHS, KFX, KJF, KTV, KRC, KFZ, KFI, KFO, KFF, WR, KFE, KNW, KYZ, KFA, KRB, KRRV, KMC, KTEM, KRCB, KSBT, KXH, KFO, KFDD...Thanks to these stations!

YEAL! SCHOOLREN!